Remote learning EYFS
Year Group: Reception

WEEK BEGINNING: 17/5/2021

This is an overview of the main areas of learning in Year Reception for this week which will link
to the learning going on in school. Please send pictures of your child’s work to their teacher via Evidence Me.

Number, shape & measures:
Number of the week: 14 Watch this episode of Numberblocks.
What do you know about this number? Can you say what is one
more and one less?
Shapes of the week: Sphere and Circle. Can you compare a
sphere with a circle?
Challenge:
Make 2 right angled triangles made from cutting a rectangle diagonally. How many
new shapes can you make by fitting the triangles together? Can you make shapes
with 3 sides? 4 sides? Back to a rectangle? A short fat triangle? A tall thin triangle?

Next investigate different squares and rectangles that you can make with small
square pieces of paper.
The World/topic Irresistible Learning Topic: People who help usDoctors and Nurses.
Activity 1: On Espresso search ‘People who help us-Health workers;
and explore the foundation module by looking at the pictures and
watching the videos.
Listen to and learn this song about People who help us.
Activity 2: Can you design and make your
own ambulance that moves? You might
use recycled materials or some of your
toys.

*Espresso Login- Student30261 Password- penguin

Communication, language & literacy:
Word of the week: Emergency
Phonics:
Lesson 1 Listen to this song about the tricky words that we have learnt. Can you write
them and spot them when reading some of your bug club books?
Lesson 2 Revisit the /ur/ sound
Lesson 3 Revisit the /ow/ sound
Lesson 4 Write some words that have the /ur/ and /ow/ sound in. Practise reading the
words. Can you put them into a sentence?
Reading: Read some of your books on Bug Club.
Before you read your book can you predict what might happen?
Retell the story in your own words. Was it a fiction or non-fiction
book?
Writing: Use these pictures to write some words. Can you write a sentence to match the
picture?

Wellbeing – Collaboration/Walk to school week
This week it is walk to school week and, to celebrate,
there is a five-day walking challenge for you to
complete at home.
Your challenge is to complete 10 minutes of walking,
scooting or cycling each day.
Walking helps to keep us fit, support our mental
wellbeing, improve our concentration and makes the
streets a less-polluted and safer place to be. All of the
above helps us to be happy, healthy and succeed in
our learning.
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